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INTRODUCTION
The risk-averse nature of nonprofit organizations has led many to believe that these firms are slower to innovate than 
their for-profit counterparts. As a result, hybrid firms have arisen as a new type of organization that combine a for-
profit structure—often believed to be inherently more innovative due to higher risk tolerance—with a social mission. 

Graddy-Reed’s study is the first of its kind to examine how organizational identity—including nonprofit, 
for-profit, and hybrid models—impacts decisions around risk and innovation.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
■  Graddy-Reed finds that risk-taking and innovation are more closely associated with entrepreneurial culture than 

with organizational structure. 

■  However, some organizational structures are more or less conducive to specific types of risk-taking and innovation. 
Nonprofit firms that have earned-income are more likely to take on social risk, and hybrid and nonprofit firms are 
more likely to introduce new innovations and products than for-profit firms. 

■  Somewhat surprisingly, Graddy-Reed finds no evidence that hybrid firms are more innovative or less risk-averse 
than traditional nonprofit firms.  

HYBRID FIRMS 
This type of firm balances profit-maximization with a social mission. Examples include:

■  Social Enterprises, which are for-profit organizations with social missions. Examples include Greyston Bakery, 
which hires people experiencing homelessness to bake brownies for Ben and Jerry’s ice cream,  
and TOMS shoes, which pioneered the buy-one-give-one model. 

■  Benefit Corporations, which grant legal protection to pursue missions that may detract from shareholder value. 
Without this protection, firms have an obligation to shareholders to maximize their profits.

■  Low-profit Limited Liability Corporations (L3Cs), which act as for-profit firms that do not have profit as their 
primary motivator. L3Cs can take program-related investments from private foundations. 

■  Cooperatives, which are for-profit organizations that are cooperatively owned by employees. 

METHODS
Measures of innovation in the United States are lacking compared to European countries, which regularly conduct 
surveys to measure and evaluate innovation. Graddy-Reed used data from the 2012 and 2014 North Carolina Social 
Innovation Survey, which mirrors European innovation surveys to assess whether nonprofits that incorporate profit-
seeking elements experience increased innovation. Innovation was measured using four metrics from the survey: 
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1. Did the firm introduce any new products or services? 

2.  Did the firm have any failed, abandoned, or incomplete projects in the last three years?

3.  Did the firm attempt, but fail, to implement social practices related to their employees, local community,  
or the environment (defined here as “social risk”)?

4. Did the firm exhibit either traditional business or social risk? 

Graddy-Reed then examined organizational identity factors of structure (for-profit, hybrid, nonprofit), and self-
identification as a hybrid, social enterprise, or entrepreneurial model, as well as social practices and demographics (firm 
age, employee count, local economic conditions) in a regression to assess these factors’ impact on risk-taking behavior. 

FINDINGS 
Graddy-Reed finds that all firms (for-profit, hybrid, and nonprofit) have similar risk-taking levels overall, but the  
firm’s organizational makeup affects what types of risks they are willing to take. Further, she finds that:

■  Firms that self-identify as entrepreneurial, whether they are for-profit, nonprofit, or hybrid, are associated  
with an 11.1 percentage point increase in the probability of risk-taking;

■  Firms that respond as “very likely” to invest a windfall in new or R&D projects are associated with a 14.7  
percentage point increase in the probability of risk-taking compared to firms that reported they were not  
likely to invest in such a project;

■  Nonprofits that identified as “hybrid” organizations were associated with a lower propensity to take risks in 
comparison with other nonprofits that did not identify as such; and

■  For nonprofits, earned income is associated with an increase in the propensity to take on social risk,  
or risk related to the implementation of social practices relevant to employees, local communities,  
and/or the environment.

IMPLICATIONS
Nonprofit, for-profit, and hybrid firms are all more likely to take risks when their organizational culture values 
entrepreneurship and investment in new projects. However, the hybrid model’s dual nature makes these firms  
less likely to seek risk and innovate. Social enterprises continue to gain momentum as a channel for innovation.  
Yet, this study’s results indicate that this hybrid structure does not provide any benefit in terms of risk-taking  
capacity or innovation. Additionally, when firms were polled regarding failed attempts at social innovation, the  
largest barrier to success was the cost of the innovation, regardless of risk type or firm structure. Ultimately, the 
organization’s culture seems to be more impactful when it comes to innovation than the structure of the organization. 

This study was limited to firms in North Carolina. More research should be conducted across various geographies and 
firms to better understand the relationship between firm organization, risk-taking capacities, and innovation.
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